During the past several years, the job hunt has changed. The World Wide Web has become an important source for job information and career development (Brown 1998; Wagner 1996, 1998, 1999). This Digest combines updates of Locating Job Information. ERIC Digest no. 85 (Wagner 1989) and Job Search Methods. ERIC Digest no. 121 (Wagner 1992).

The Job Search

The first step in looking for a job is to decide what type of a job you are looking for. Determine what skills you have that are marketable and match them with available jobs. A variety of methods for determining what job is best for you are described by Athanasou and Hoskiug (1998), Carney and Wells (1994), and Martin (1998). Job leads can be found through employment agencies, career centers, the public library, the newspaper, on the Internet, and through networking. It may be necessary to use more than one method when looking for a job (“Tips on Finding and Getting a Job” 1998).

Many public libraries, universities, and colleges, and high schools have job/career/occupational centers that include a variety of books and materials related to the job search. Information about choosing the right career, finding information about available jobs, applying for jobs (application, resumes, and cover letters), and interviewing will be available at these centers. Although titles may vary, these agencies will all have materials similar to those listed here. In addition, they may have people who can assist you either in workshops or on a one-to-one basis.

State-sponsored, one-stop career centers provide the resources necessary to succeed in the 21st century workplace. They offer services such as unemployment benefit application, state employment agency registration, free job search assistance, and training program information (Mariani 1997). A list of one-stop centers is available on the World Wide Web at <www.ttrc.doleta.gov/onestop/>.

To locate companies which offer positions you want, the following websites offer electronic editions of company information resources that you will also find in public libraries:

Hoovers (<hoovers.com>) Includes features such as company information, stock quotes, investor resources, top officers, and a career center.

Thomas Register of American Manufacturers (<www.thomasregister.com>) Contains information about thousands of companies.

“85% of all job openings are not advertised, posted, or otherwise made available to the general public” (J. Michael Farr) (“Tips on Finding and Getting a Job” 1998). Networking and personal contacts are very important when looking for a job. Companies would prefer to hire someone who is known or recommended to them rather than a stranger. Personal contacts also benefit the job seeker who is more apt to get an interview when referred by a colleague of the employer (Wagner 1992). In addition to networking, you can find information on job openings through want ads in the newspaper, employment agencies, and the Internet.

Developing a Resume

Resumes offer information about you that a typical application form will not. In addition to information such as your name, address, and phone number, a resume should include a job goals statement; your educational history; work history including student employment, volunteer experiences, and military service; and any memberships that relate to your job objective. The purpose of a resume is to sell yourself to a potential employer—make it positive and short because “the average employer will spend 7-10 seconds reading your resume” (“Tips on Finding and Getting a Job” 1998).

In today’s job market, an online resume is essential. Many job websites provide assistance in preparing electronic resumes and will post them at no cost (Wagner 1999). One source for information about submitting an electronic resume is America’s Talent Bank <atb.mesc.state.mi.us/atb/seeker/index.html>.

Applying and Interviewing

Once you have found a job opening that sounds promising, you must apply by filling out an application form or sending your resume with a cover letter. A cover letter is an introduction to the person who will hire you. You should have a strong opening statement that gives your strengths.

Look at the interview as a sales job; a typical employer will make a hiring decision within the first 7 minutes of the interview. Helpful steps for the interview include the following (Tips on Finding and Getting a Job” 1998):

• Prepare
  — anticipate questions
  — organize answers
• Make a good first impression
  — dress conservatively but one step up from what is usually worn on the job
  — be well-groomed
  — be on time or even early
  — use a firm handshake
• Be positive
  — do not discuss negative feelings
• Ask questions
• Convey information about yourself that you want the employer to know
• Close the deal
  — find out next steps in the process
• After the interview, send a thank-you letter
  — mention what you liked about the company
  — restate why you would be good for the job
  — mention your strongest skills
  — mention what you liked about the company
  — call (but only once) to find out about the status of the hiring process

Selected Resources

The resources listed here offer information related to the job search and include sample resumes, cover letters, and interview tips as well as information about specific jobs.

America’s Top Military Careers. Indianapolis, IN: JIST Works, nd. Includes basic information on the Army, Navy, Air Force, Marine Corps, and Coast Guard and the jobs that are offered in the services. Includes job descriptions, training needed and available, work environment, civilian counterparts, and opportunities in the Armed Forces.


Farr, J. M. *America's Fastest Growing Jobs and America's Top Jobs for People without a Four-Year Degree*. Indianapolis: JIST Works Inc., 1999. These books include descriptions of the fastest growing jobs in the United States and jobs that do not require a four-year college degree, information on career planning and job search techniques, important trends in the labor market, details on 500 major occupations, and reviews of career-related materials.


Hamilton, L., and Trager, R. *100 Best Nonprofits to Work for*. New York: M acmillan, 1998. Includes nonprofit agencies that have a minimum of 100 employees, an operating budget of at least $1 million, are at least 3 years old, and have a record of following through with their stated purpose. Includes a description of the organization, the best way to start with them, and what to expect.

Hammer, H., ed. *Arco Civil Service Handbook*. New York: M acmillan, 1996. Includes information on working for the federal government, the U.S. Postal Service, and state and municipal government agencies such as job announcements, examination announcements, jobs descriptions, requirements, and advancement opportunities.

Harris-Bowlsbey, J.; Dickel, M. R.; and Sampson, Jr., J. P. *The Internet: A Tool for Career Planning*. Columbus, OH: National Career Development Association, 1998. Includes websites for assessment, databases, career information, and communication as well as information on potential problems and ethical concerns, models of use, guidelines for the use of the Internet in career services, and standards for the ethical practice of Web counseling.

*The JobBank Series*. Holbrook, MA: A dams Media Corp. Offers information on finding jobs in 32 major cities. Includes information about local industries, primary employers, regional professional associations, and the job outlook. Discusses the basics of job winning, resumes and cover letters, and is arranged by occupation.


Opporunities in...Series. Lincolnwood, IL: VGM Career Horizons. Volumes cover different occupations, including a job description, related careers, professional associations, opportunities, and training and education programs.

Resumes for...Professional Resume Series. Lincolnwood, IL: VGM Career Horizons, 1993. Provides resume and cover letter writing tips for a variety of occupations and situations such as midcareer change, high school graduates, sales occupations, engineers, reentry workers, and business management.
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21st Century skills also require students to understand the information that’s around them. Category 2, Literacy Skills (IMT). Literacy skills are the next category of 21st Century skills. They’re sometimes called IMT skills, and they’re each concerned with a different element in digital comprehension. In an age of chronic misinformation, finding truth online has become a job all on its own. It’s crucial that students can identify honesty on their own. Otherwise, they can fall prey to myths, misconceptions, and outright lies. This is where 21st Century skill learners can apply the previous skills they’ve learned. It’s also where they get the real-world experience they need to lead entire companies. As they lead individual departments, they can learn the ins and outs of their specific careers.